
Model 78 Side Chair, 1962

Designer:Niels Otto Møller

Manufacturer:J L Møllers Møbelfabrik

£861

DESCRIPTION

Model 78 side chair by Niels Otto Moller for J.L. Mollers Mobelfabrik.

In 1944, Niels Otto Møller founded J.L. Møllers Møbelfabrik in Denmark. J. L. Møllers Møbelfabrik produces chairs

of extremely high quality, in t imeless designs. The chairs are sold over the whole world and the Møller chair has

become the epitome of Danish design.

Chairs from J.L. Møller are assembled using old craft techniques. As far as possible no modern technology is used.

Each employee is a specialist in a specif ic process for creating each chair, giving it a unique quality and elegance.

All tenons, mortices and dowels are glued by hand. Each chair is also polished by hand to give a better result than

using a polishing machine.

The Nils Moller chair 78 was designed in 1962 and exemplif ies the quality of design and construction. The frame is

a reduced form, turned and carved to meet the user, providing comfort and character. It has been in continuous

production marking this quiet design as a lasting classic.

DIMENSIONS

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/designers-niels-otto-moller
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-j-l-mollers-mobelfabrik
http://twentytwentyone.com/designer/niels-otto-moller
http://twentytwentyone.com/manufacturer/jl-mollers-mobelfabrik


48w x 52d x 80cmh. Seat 44cm

MATERIALS

Seat available with natural or black woven cord, imitation leather, Roma leather or Hallingdal 65 fabric. Click the

link to view fabric images and information.

COM - 0.35m fabric required, min order x2 chairs.

Frame in beech (soaped, oiled or lacquered), oak (soaped, oiled, or lacquered), smoked oak, , teak (oiled or

lacquered) or walnut (oiled or lacquered). See downloadable leather upholstery and wood finishes pdfs in product

downloads for images.

Please enquire i f  you wish to supply your own fabric (COM) or if you require fabric samples.

HELP / ADVICE

Call: 0207 837 1900

Email: showroom@twentytwentyone.com
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